By Larry Wise

Setting Up Sights for Top Accuracy

F

rom the day after the bow and
arrow was first invented
archers have been doing two
things: inventing aiming devices and
release aids. The modern results of
this quest are machined bow sights
and mechanical release aids. I’ll tend
to the bow sight this month.
Most every archer is using a bow
sight of some kind. It makes aiming
easier for the novice and more accurate for every one. Even the highly
skilled bare-bow shooters employ
some kind of aiming system to
improve their accuracy. That means
you, the dealer, have sights and
sighting aids in your display cases
and, in most cases, you have to
install them for your customers. And

they better be close to right-on
because some guys are afraid to
adjust them once you’ve set it for
them.
Over the years I’ve learned to follow an installation routine to get
long-range accuracy from my target
and hunting sights. I’ll pass these
steps along to you for reference.
Maybe you’ll pass them along to
your customers who are ready to
take over their own bow setup and
that will give you time to go hunting.

INSTALLATION BASICS:
You may already be aware that
there are three major adjustments to
installing a bow sight: vertical slidebar plumb (first axis), scope/pin lev-

eled to the slide-bar (second axis)
and the scope rod (third axis) perpendicular to the arrow direction.
This third axis has a related adjustment, sometimes called the fourth
axis, involving the adjustment of the
sight extension bar so that it is in a
parallel plane to the arrow shaft
flight-plane. Following are the setup
steps to get all of these adjustments
completed to secure long-range
accuracy and reliability.
STEP ONE: INSTALL MOUNT
BLOCK - Secure the sight-mounting
block to the outside of the sight-window (right-side for right-handers). I
always run a hole-tap through the
hole-threads in the riser, test the
screws I intend to use and then
attach the mounting block. This step
avoids a potential thread-stripping
problem that can ruin a bow riser.
STEP TWO: INSTALL HORIZONTAL EXTENSION - Next, install the
horizontal extension bar. With the
machined accuracy sight manufacturers use, this extension should be
very close to parallel to the side of
the riser.(See Extension Bar photo).
If you have a concern about this
then use a fourth axis attachment or
shim the mount block to align the
extension bar with vertical plane of
the riser. (See Fourth Axis photo).

There are a wide range of bow sights on the market. Here are some of the ones I use and
a few old ones from the past. Stocking a variety in your shop helps appeal to the price
and function needs of your customers.
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STEP THREE: ADJUST VERTICAL BAR - Adjust the vertical slidebar so that it is vertical, often called
plumb. All of the long-range microadjustable target sights I have seen
have an adjustable vertical slide bar.
(See Vertical Bar photo).
This is a very important step that
must begin with the bow fixed in a
vertical position. Some shops use a

EXTENSION BAR – The mounting block and extension bar are the
first parts to be installed on the bow. I always clean the threaded
holes in the riser with a thread tap to be sure of a clean installation.

FOURTH AXIS ATTACHMENT – The Fourth Axis attachment by
Tek Tech allows you to adjust the sight extension so that it is parallel to the flight of the arrow in order to avoid left and right
missed arrows on uphill and downhill shots. This is another way
to effect the third axis adjustment of the sight.
PHOTO LIEFT- VERTICAL BAR – Most bow sights have adjustment screws that allow you to attach and adjust the vertical
alignment of the slide bar. Adjusted properly, your sight will generate arrows in the middle of the spot at all distances. When
incorrect, it will miss to one side up close and to the opposite side
at long range.

table-mounted bow vise while some
use a work-mate type vise to hold the
bow. Others have a tested plumb
door-jamb against which they hold
their bows to check the plumb
adjustment of the vertical sight bar.
(This process can be bypassed if you
use a bow-mounted leveling tool.)
Many sight bars have two screws
that attach the bar to the horizontal
extension. Loosen these screws, hold
a small level to the side of the vertical
bar, adjust the vertical bar to plumb
and tighten the two attachment
screws. Recheck the bar with the
level to be sure it stayed plumb when
you tightened the screws.
STEP FOUR: INSTALL SIGHT
BLOCK - Now its time to install the

slide-block to the vertical sight bar. If
the vertical bar is truly vertical then
the slide block will move up and
down in the desired vertical plane.
STEP FIVE: ADJUST BLOCK
LEVEL - I’m assuming here that your
customer intends to use a level on
his or her scope or pin. You need to
adjust that level at this time. With the
bow still in a vertical position and
the vertical sight bar adjusted to
plumb, loosen the sight-block level
adjustment screws/device. Adjust
the block so the level reads true level
and retighten the screws/device.
STEP SIX: FINAL CHECK Recheck the bow position to be

plumb, the vertical sight-bar to be
vertical and the sight block level to
show true level. Rechecking these
adjustments will save you from false
and unusual results when sighting in
later.
STEP SEVEN: THIRD AXIS
ADJUSTMENT - The adjustments
you’ve made so far prepare the sight
for shooting on level ground.
However, much of 3-D, field archery
and treestand hunting involve
upward and downward angles so
there’s more to do to the sight.
The third axis adjustment
involves the plane of the scope/level
relative to the arrow-trajectory
plane. If the scope/level is not per-
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pendicular to the path the arrow will
take then it will not read correctly
when the bow is aimed uphill or
downhill. In a misaligned position
the uphill aimed bow will have to be
canted one way, lets say top-to-theright, to center the bubble and canted the opposite way, top-to-the-left,
to center the bubble when the bow
is aimed downhill. This leads to
arrows missed to the right on uphill
shots and arrows missed to the left
on downhill shots.
You can test this by keeping the
bow plumb, tilting it as if shooting
uphill and tilt it downward and note
if the bubble moves out of it’s center
lines. If the scope is not perpendicular to the arrow path then the bubble
will move one direction when the
bow is tilted upward and the opposite
when the bow is tilted downward.
The correction for this is to
adjust the plane of the scope and

level. If you imagine the bow in the
aiming position, the scope has to be
either rotated slightly toward your
eye or rotated slightly away from
your eye. The picture at right shows
an overhead view of an exaggerated
situation where the scope is rotated
too far away from your eye and is
clearly not perpendicular to the trajectory path of the arrow. The correction is, of course, to rotate the
scope in its horizontal plane so that
it is at a right angle to the arrow
path.
Most sight manufacturers have
designed an adjustment feature
into the scope attachment block so
you don’t have to bend the scope
rod or sight extension like I used to
do. On my demo sight you need to
loosen the top two-screw adjustment, rotate the scope a few
degrees and retighten.
Reset the level as in step five

BOW VISE – A table mounted bow vise is a simple way to hold a bow plumb while
adjusting the vertical slide bar, for setting the scope level and adjusting the third axis
alignment. I used a two-foot level to assist with these adjustments for years but now I
have a small level tool that attaches to the sight during the adjustment phase.
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MISALIGNED SCOPE – This scope is clearly
not perpendicular to the arrow path.
Adjusting with the screws on top of this
block will allow you to rotate your scope in
the horizontal plane to get it perpendicular to the arrow path. Correctly adjusted it
will place good shots in the middle for
uphill and downhill targets.

above and redo the upward and
downward tilt-test. Be sure to hold
the bow plumb while doing this.
Continue adjusting the 3rd axis until
the bubble stays in the middle while
being tilted upward and downward.
Now, any left or right missed arrows
at uphill or downhill targets will be
due to shooter error.
NATURAL BOW CANTING: The
above steps will get a sight close to
perfect and ready for initial testing.
The variable that you can’t control
here is the shooter and his/her
shooting form. Poor bow hand position, unnecessary bow arm tension,
some grip designs and a persons
anatomy may lead to left/right
errors and to a “natural cant” to the
bow even with the sight setup “perfect”.
I’ve had shoulder surgery on my
bow-side shoulder and so I have a
weakness that shows up in the bow
canting top-to-the-left. Many struggle with canting to one side or the
other. It may be different with different bow grips depending on the
pressure against a shooter’s index
finger knuckle. The question now
becomes working to overcome the
challenge or adjusting the vertical

sight bar to accommodate this natural canting.
If your students have trained
hard and long to overcome the canting situation and haven’t succeeded
then its time to make the accommodation. That means you’ll have to
adjust the vertical sight bar one to
four degrees so that it is vertical
when the bow is held in its canted
position. More than five degrees will
put the bow in a position where any
form or release flaw will result in a
badly missed arrow but a few
degrees can be dealt with. The burden is on the shooter to be consistent while executing every shot; the
further away from vertical a bow is
held the less forgiving it is with
regard to left/right misses.

LONG & SHORT RANGE
TESTING:
So when is it right for you? It’s
correct when you can shoot arrows
in the middle from long and short
range without having to change your
windage adjustment. I test often at

eighty yards, walk up to twenty yards
and test there. If I don’t get arrows in
the middle at both ranges then I continue adjusting the vertical attitude
of the slide bar. I test on side hills,
uphill and downhill to be sure I get
arrows in the middle under all conditions guaranteeing a correctly
installed sight.
So far I’ve been able to maintain
my sight plumb and level as setup in
steps one through seven. Many I
know, professionals included, adjust
to their natural cant. When tournament time rolls around you do whatever it takes to score! So, if you have
to adjust for a slight cant then do so!

THE LEVELING TOOL:
ADJUSTING THE EASY WAY
There are simple tools on the
market now that simplify the leveling process and get accurate results
in just a few minutes. The one I’ve
tested and now use for all my bows
consists of a level that attaches to the
vertical slide bar just above the
arrow. With it you make a few
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setscrew adjustments and you’re
done.
A leveling device also helps deal
with the cable guard torque in the
handle when the bow is at full draw.
It’s at full draw when the cable
weight load gets high and applies
side torque against the cable guard.
This torque has an effect on where
the arrow shoots through the bow
handle and, consequently, where the
sight lines up over the arrow shaft
and with the target.
Following Step Four above,
install the sight-leveling device to
the bottom of the vertical slide bar.
Slide the level extension left or right
so the level is over the arrow and
tighten in place. Next, pull the elastic
cord from the tool level, around the
bowstring and fasten with some tension to the sight bar on the anchor
post opposite the tool level.
Now prop the bow so that it is
pointed horizontally and the tool
bubble reads level. With the bow
held in this position adjust the scope
bubble to read level – on my example
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Also place a pencil mark on the
sight-tape side of the slide bar as an
extra reference. (See photo next page).

sight I adjusted the two front setscrews.
To simulate shooting up and
down hills, tilt the bow up or down
about 30 degrees, prop it so the tool
bubble reads level and check the
scope bubble. If it is not centered then
adjust the third axis of the scope so
that its bubble reads level – on my
example sight I adjusted the two top
setscrews.
Now check your system at full
draw. Hold the elastic cord with your
drawing index finger, draw the bow,
hold the tool bubble level and note
the scope bubble position. If it’s not
level then adjust its third axis again
until your scope passes this full draw
test that compensates for cable guard
torque in the bow handle.
Don’t forget to test this setup at
both long and short range to be sure
the arrows are hitting the center at
both distances. No matter how the
sight is setup, the final test is always
done by shooting long and short.

BUILDING A FULL SET OF
SIGHT MARKS:
A target sight is no good to you
until you have a good set of sight
marks on it. That process seems to be
a mystery to some shooters but it is
really quite simple, especially with the
aid of computer programs. I follow a
process to get a few sight marks for
reference and then use the computer
to print a full sight-mark tape to place
on the vertical slide bar.
STEP ONE: Set a short-range reference mark by shooting some arrows
at twenty yards. Once you’ve adjusted
your sight and shot several arrows
into the spot at twenty yards then
record the value from the slide bar reference scale. The scale is usually a
twenty-four-turn scale that provides a
three-digit reference number similar
to tenths of a millimeter or hundredths of an inch. (See sight scales
photo below)

LEVEL TOOL – The SURE LOC LEVEL TOOL attaches to the bottom of the vertical slide bar
so you can adjust the scope level to be perpendicular to the slide bar. The tool has an
elastic cord that stretches around the bowstring and a left/right adjustment to set the
level directly over the arrow path.
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STEP TWO: Now move to a longer
range to determine another reference
mark. I like to sight-in at sixty yards or
eighty yards. If your maximum shooting distance is fifty yards then sigt-in
there. Shoot enough arrows to get an
accurate sight mark from the slide bar
reference scale. Once again, place a
pencil mark on the sight-tape side of
the slide bar.
STEP THREE: The pair of threedigit numbers you have recorded can
be used in one of several computer
programs for establishing a full-length
tape of sight marks. The program that
I’ve used for years is by Archers’
Advantage and available online at
archersadvantage.com. Some others
also
available
online
are
thearcheryprogram.com and pinwheelsoftware.com.
The programs require you to sup-

SIGHT SCALES–Most sight slide bars have
two scales to assist you with the sight in
process. One scale is usually a twenty-four
turn (to the inch) scale that is used to
match a three digit reference number to a
given sight-in target distance. A long distance reference and a short distance reference can be plugged into computer programs to generate a complete set of sight
marks from a few feet to a hundred yards.
The opposite side of the slide bar is where
you place the printed sight mark scale the
computer generates. I use clear tape to fasten it to the bar and keep it waterproof.

ply information about your arrows,
sight extension and peep height. That
along with the two reference sight
marks you have obtained will be used
to develop a mathematical function
that will calculate all the other sight
marks you need and print out a sight
tape as well.
This can be done mathematically
because the arrow trajectory is parabolic in shape due to the effects of
gravity. Other examples of the parabolic arc can be seen in the path of a
thrown baseball, a shot basketball, a
shot bullet or in the curvature of all of
those satellite-receiving dishes.
The two pencil marks you have
placed on the other side of the slide
bar can be matched to preprinted
sight marks. These sight marks are
available at many pro shops and provide a series of sight tapes of differing
lengths. The faster bows will need the
marks that are spaced close together
while the slower bows need wider
spaced marks since slower arrows
drop more over a given distance. By
comparing your two marks to the
same two marks on the sight tapes
you can select the one tape that best

matches. If you don’t have a perfect
match you can always change the
draw weight of your bow to increase
or decrease the speed of your arrow to
match the sight marks on the tape.
Or, you could sight in the old fashion way - I’ve done it many times – by
shooting in a mark at ten-yard intervals. You can even sight in every five
yards if you like. When you are done
check the spacing between marks to
be sure that as the distance from the
target increases so does the spacing –

remember that as the arrow flies
down range its velocity decays and the
arrow drops more and more until it
hits a target or drops to the ground.
(I’ve tested this between twenty and
fifty yards and found the decay to be
about twenty feet per second over that
distance.)
Recently I was sighting in a hunting bow and found that the 30-40
space was much too wide compared
to the 20-30 space. Investigating further helped me find that the point

PENCIL MARKS – Before computer programs we had to use pencil marks placed
on the paper tape. I still do that along with
using the twenty-four turn scale reference
numbers. In fact, that’s all I use on my
hunting sight but I do check it with the
computer scale.
Circle 205 on Response Card
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weight was too heavy for my 4560shaft size causing an abnormal drop
beyond thirty yards. A change to the
6075 shaft established the good
arrow flight I needed for my broadheads and appropriate sight mark
spacing.
STEP FOUR: Lastly, I test my set
of marks by shooting at several distances. To begin, I shoot at twenty
yards and adjust my sight so that I get
arrows in the middle. I then set the
sight indicator pin to match the twenty-yard mark on the sight tape.
Next, I move to a longer distance,
set my sight to that mark and shoot
some arrows – they should be in the
middle if I make good shots. I continue shooting longer distances through
eighty-yards. If my original two reference sight in marks were correct my
good shots should hit the middle at all
other distances. If they don’t then I
may have to resight those two original
marks.

SIGHT PIN AND SHAFT
ALIGNMENT:
On most bows you’ll find that the
arrow shaft and the sight pin don’t line

up as you look down across the
undrawn bowstring and shaft. The pin
is slightly off to one side of the
string/shaft line due to the torque that
develops on the cable guard when the
bow is brought to full draw. Although
you feel a drop off in weight on the
bowstring at full draw the weight force
on the cables continues to increase all
through the draw stroke and that
force is trying to straighten the cables
that ride against the cable guard. The
result is a bow handle that has some
rotational force applied to it through
the cable guard. A bow with shootthrough cables and no cable guard
should have its pin, string and shaft
align at brace position but on cable
guard bows the alignment may only
occur at full draw.

MULTIPLE SIGHT PIN
ALIGNMENT:
Many bowhunters use multiple
sight pins, as do those who chose to
shoot tournament archery in the
bowhunter style. These archers are,
therefore, concerned with their pin
alignment and spacing.
The spacing should match the
spacing of the computer generated or
preprinted tapes mentioned above.
The alignment of the pins should, in a
perfect world, be vertical when the
bow is held vertical (plumb). This is
similar to having the slide-bar vertical
as described above.
Once again, if you have a customer who cannot hold the bow in a
true vertical position then his or her
pin alignment will be slightly off verti-

cal. The pins will be in line but not the
same line as the handle. For instance,
the lower fifty-yard pin may extend
further to the left than the top or
twenty-yard pin with the other pins
falling in line between these two.
What’s important here is for the
shooter to be aiming with the pins in a
vertical line as the bow is slightly canted.
I’ll remind you here that some
form flaws can cause pins to be misaligned. One I’ve encountered is the
archer who draws the bowstring into
his or her chest. Any contact, slight or
otherwise, with the lower section of
bowstring will cause arrow to impact
to the left (for right handers). This
results in a misaligned set of sight
pins.
Another problem for some
bowhunters involves the misuse of
their peep sight. Some get a little sloppy with their aiming through the large
peep sight hole they’re using. Failing
to look through the peep center
and/or to center the sight pin
arrangement in the peep for every
shot will result in errant arrows. This is
a skill I have to practice for hunting
season every year as I use a scope and
small peep hole most of the year but
pins and a large peep for hunting.
Proper head position, peep height,
practice and having a brightly colored
ring around the pin housing helps me
consistently center the pin cluster.

MOVABLE HUNTING SIGHTS:
I prefer to use a movable hunting
sight. Since I do some broadhead testing from long range I need a sight that
will lend itself to shooting all ranges
and a sliding sight will do that. It will
also let me use just one pin, the one
color that I can see the best, so I
always know what pin to use when its
SIGHT MARKS – The Archer’s
Advantage computer program
and the others available print
out really neat sets of sight
marks that can be cut out and
taped to the slide bar.
Lancaster Archery sells peel-off
preprinted pages of sight
marks that can be easily
matched to the speed of your
bow and taped to the slide bar.
Each system requires two good
sight-in marks for reference.
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another article.
Keep well, shoot straight.

HUNTING SIGHTS – Here are two sliding scale hunting sights that I use to be accurate
for long distances. The SURE LOC Lethal Weapon is on the left and the Vital Bow Gear
Proslide on the right. They fit into different price-points but both have vertical (second
axis) adjustments so you can set your level bubble easily. Using the bubble during practice will get you in the habit for using it when making that high-tension hunting shot.

time to make that hunting shot.
The setup steps are the same as
for any sliding sight. Mount it to the
side of the bow, check to be sure that
the slide is vertical when the bow is
plumb, set the level and then shoot
test. I find that this works well for me
but I have to do a good job of holding
the bow vertical for all of my shots,
even those out of a treestand.
Not many of these hunting sights
have a third axis adjustment so if you
have a left/right problem with arrow
impact at long range versus short
range then you’ll have to adjust with
the fourth axis tool or use shims
between the mounting block and bow
handle to duplicate the third axis
adjustment.

CONCLUSIONS:
I find that many beginning
archers and some who only shoot to
prepare for hunting season forget how
to adjust their sight. They forget that
the sight is wrong and want to adjust
as if the arrows in the target are wrong.
Once they see my point they can do a
better job of moving the sight to
match the arrow impact point so their
next shot is closer to the middle.
No matter how well you get your
system sighted in you have to maintain it. I do that by constantly shooting
at a long distance and then moving to
a short distance to be sure my sight
system windage is correct and the
mark spacing matches my arrow
speed. I also test up and down hills.
I also develop a sight-setting rou-

tine when I approach any target:
Approach the shooting position,
determine the distance, set my sight,
double check distance and sight, set
my stance and run my shooting form
to make the shot(s). Here’s where concentration and focus become all
important so you do what you should
be doing and do it correctly. But that’s

Larry
Editor's Note: Larry Wise's first
book, “Tuning Your Compound Bow,”
has been updated with a new chapter
on hybrid cams plus other new information. His latest, "Core Archery"
details correct form in a step-by-step
format, defines back tension and how
to execute it, and presents a plan for
the high performance mental game.
Get either though his web site
www.larrywise.com, or by phone at
(717) 436-9168. They are also available
from Target Communications, 7626 W.
Donges Bay Road, Mequon, WI 53079.
Larry Wise is available to conduct
one-day and two-day shooting
schools at your facility. This is a great
way to jump start a league program, to
grow participation among your customer base in competitive archery
and to help position your pro shop as
the place where people learn to shoot
better. Contact Larry Wise at the
address or phone number above for
more details.

The Fall Away You Have Been Waiting For.
Launcher is spring loaded and
always in the up position.
Automatically resets
after each shot.
Cord is completely
slack at full draw.
Vertical and Horizontal
micro-adjustments.

DROPS Most fall-away rests rely on spring tension and gravity to enable the

5X

launcher to gradually fall away as the arrow is released. However, the
launcher on the Whammy is instantly jerked away when the activation
cord is snapped tight during the shot. This allows the Whammy’s
FASTER
launcher to drop 5 times faster than a standard fall-away rest.
The speed at which the launcher falls, allows the Whammy to
remain in the up position longer than any fall away on the market.
This provides the arrow with more support and guidance, improving
accuracy, while still allowing total fletching clearance.

MAXIMUM
ARROW
SUPPORT
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